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QUESTION 1

The following description of the AIX system command is incorrect: 

A. Toc heck whether the UltraPath is installed successfully: #lslpp -l UPforAIX * 

B. To check the disk is recognized correctly: # lsdev-Cc disk 

C. To check the WWN number of the HBA: #lscfg -pvl fcs0 

D. To modify the network card IP address: #lsdev -Cc if 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

If a customer needs to install the simpana file system using the backup client on the production system server, which of
the following configuration is essential? (Multiple choice.) 

A. In the backup client Tianjin ah master server resolution. 

B. Add a resolution of the media server on the backup client. 

C. When the master server adds the resolution of the backup client. 

D. Add a resolution of the storage media to the media server. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

In a Huawei disaster preparedness plan using production site deployment with an Oracle RAC cluster, to ensure that the
disaster recovery database provides normal service should the production site fail, which of the following statements is
correct? 

A. Disaster recovery end must be deployed, Oracle RAC cluster can not deploy oracle single node. 

B. Oracle RAC grid production side of the file must be copied to the disaster recovery side. 

C. Unable to copy the production side of the FRA file will be able to guarantee the normal provision of services at the
northern end. 

D. Production end of the oracle data files and log files can not be placed in the same consistency group. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Users use storage foundation HA cluster software and two Huawei blade servers to build a highly available environment
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for enterprises to provide important business 7 * 24 hour service. One day due to an abnormal power failure one of the
servers can not start normally. When the cluster server is in a wait state what command should be issued? 

A. hacf -verify 

B. hastart -all 

C. net start vcscomms 

D. gabconfig -cx 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following description of the application of NDMP backup on the OceanStor 9000 V100R001C30 is wrong? 

A. Does not support the system disk backup and recovery operations 

B. When enabling the snapshot-based backup mode, the NDMP backup feature requires the file system to support
snapshots. Otherwise, the backup task can not be successfully performed. 

C. Based on the snapshot backup, snapshots are created for the current directory. Because the extended attributes of
the current directory receive the snapshot protection, the current directory extended attributes will be backed up. 

D. Does not support the system time zone or other time-related adjustments, does not support daylight saving time. 

Correct Answer: C 
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